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The constant pain in my neck has affected my
life. It's hard to bend in all directions
Still have pain from heavy lifting and extra effort.
After the crash in January 2009, I have had
problems with the neck and inflammation
around the 7th cervical vertebrae. It quickly
becomes overloaded, with inflammation as a
result. Get pain when the weather gets bad,
especially when it's colder.
I have been unable to live a normal life since the
crash because I always have pain, more or less,
and can’t do some things, like change the bulb in
the ceiling lamp, wash windows and such.
Got a strong concussion. Immediately after the
crash, I had a lot of dizziness, poor memory,
difficulty concentrating, hard to find the words,
tired, irritated. Still have it after 1.5 years, poor
memory, difficult to handle stress, dizziness.
Doesn't feel like it "used to in the head," despite
the fact that it has gradually become better.
... I've always managed things by myself, but now
I have pain, for example, if I do the laundry,
vacuum, walk too much, stand still too long, sit
too much and so on. Some things like renovating,
doing the wallpaper and so on, I can’t do
anymore. If, for example, I were to go to the
laundry room myself and do the laundry, it
would take between 3-4 days before all the pain
subsides.
Limited mobility, headache and neck pain daily,
weakness in arms and hands. Can only walk and
do some movements with my arms. I get tired
quickly and feel weak, sensitive to stress,
difficulties with memory and concentration, can’t
sit for too long.
Can’t sit and concentrate, or sit still in front of
the computer or the desk for a long time,
because then I'll get pain in my neck. I get tired
quickly, pain in the neck after just doing
unilateral work, movements.
Have trouble doing some physical activities,
become sore and stiff in the back. Have also had
reduced strength in the left leg. Sad to not be
able to exercise and get better physically and
have more energy.
After the crash, I have problems with my back
and neck. The trouble comes when I sit still for a
long time, for example, at the cinema or sit for
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long stretches in the car. I often have tension
headaches.
Can’t use my left arm to even do simple things
like wash dishes. The pain goes from the neck
down to the arm ... some days I can't even get
out of bed without help.
Have pains on the left side, have difficulty
walking long stretches. The pain comes and goes
and I've become much more depressed; I'm
mentally imbalanced.
I don't feel good at all. Have a lot of fluid in the
stomach and use a lot of medicine. I visit the
doctor regularly, but I will never be well.

Psychological
consequences
After the crash, I feel scared when I bicycle to
and from work when I have to "cycle" past the
intersection where I was hit. It has also affected
me so I don't trust drivers when I come walking
or bicycling at the crosswalk. I often get the bad
feeling of losing control of the bike and my body
when I fell off the bike and was hurled against
the car.
When an unexpected situation comes up, I get
worried and can start crying, for example, when
a car is getting too close without warning.
After my traffic injury, I've been worried when
I'm out on the roads. Not when I drive myself,
but when I'm sitting on the passenger side of a
car since I don't have control over the car ...
I'm worried and nervous when I have to drive. I
always plan my trip in advance and think about
my route before I get in the car. I sit and drive all
tense and am very aware of what everyone
around me is doing. I don't trust anyone on the
road ...
... Have difficulty driving in the winter (slippery
plus snow, dark). Feel panicked and sweaty and
get terrified. I get tense, which makes me get
neck pain and then avoid driving. This is a
problem for me.
It has affected me mentally the most, I'm afraid
to drive a car, don't trust the road conditions and
maintenance of the roads ...
Was hit from behind, so it has been different on
the roads. Hate it when cars are too close and
hate to be close to other people when I am
coming from behind.
... The other injuries are healed except the fear
of meeting large trucks on slippery roads.
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As a consequence of my constant pains in my
back and neck, I have been affected by mood
swings (irritation) (concentration).
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Because a taxi hit me when I was bicycling, I get
scared when I am in the same situation as the
crash. You become extra careful.
I have tried to work with all the problems I have
had, but I don’t know how long you can work
with an inconvenience. I take medicine and go to
physical therapy.
Sometimes, it may be difficult with some tasks at
work or at home when I get a lot of pain in my
back. Have no strength to do some things or
move.
Irritable, neck pain (in the arms, for example,
after driving the motor cycle). A lot of
headaches. Easily become depressed when I
have to plan some of my activities due to a lot of
pain / fatigue afterwards for about 1 day. If I
want to work, I'll skip some activity. With pain
comes fatigue.
... Reduced strength and pain in the right
shoulder associated with certain physical activity.
Previously, I trained for triathlons, which I've had
to stop. Get some pain with long walks. Before, I
trained for about 6 hours a week. Now, I train for
about 2 hours a week plus walking.
The road injury has affected my life in such a way
that I have been excessively cautious on the
roads, regardless of whether I bicycle, walk, drive
or am a passenger in a car. When I go in a car
with someone, I'm always afraid, afraid that cars
coming on to the roads will drive right into us,
afraid that the distance to the car in front of us is
too little, afraid if the person driving does not
have both hands on the wheel, angry if the driver
is talking on the phone and even worse, if the
driver's writing text messages. I have the feeling
that I will die on the road, which is why my
partner and I live in town near our jobs to reduce
the amount of time on the road.
Today, I am more careful about choosing safer
means of transport, such as a good working
bicycle (than usual), a seat belt in public
transport and don't stress when on the road.
Have trouble with my back, which means I can't
socialize with my children. And even problems
with managing my job during some periods. The
injury also affects my ability to sleep at night.

Everyday life
consequences
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Have trouble getting up in the morning.
On sick leave. Can’t play with my daughter, can’t
"be" with my wife. Or properly handle everyday
life.
Can't run more than short distances. Pain in the
neck and knee, especially when it's cold. Can't go
on rides at Liseberg (amusement park) or other
things that affect the neck. Can't be as sporty as
normally.
From having a job, girlfriend, social relations,
positive outlook to life, comfortable house,
perfect relationship with my daughter. To be
unemployed, run out of unemployment benefits,
no friends, see no future, no girlfriend, forced to
move, can't do activities with my daughter,
constant pain, taking maximum dose pain
reliever, maximum dose muscle relaxant
medicine. Can't urinate by myself anymore, sleep
2 hours at a time, can't walk, no active sex life,
can't eat whatever I want because my stomach is
much more sensitive now.
I have become weak in my right shoulder and
can't work with my arms over my head, which is
the most common thing in my work as a car
mechanic.

Financial
consequences
My car insurance in the future will be more
expensive and other insurance policies will also
be increased. Besides this, I feel angrier than
before the crash. Hit my head in the car roof and
have not had pain but a new anger that I can
attribute to economic loss but not just that. I feel
that it affected me. Now, it's getting better after
1.5 years but it's not like before.
I have tried to go back to work 75%, but then the
pain worsened and extended to most of my
body. Tried to go back again, but I couldn’t do
more than 50%...
My injury has caused my mobility in my neck to
be limited. Currently, I am employed at Samhall
(Community Services). Can't work in the
profession that I have educated myself in, as a
nurse.
Has affected my studies and, in turn, my financial
situation ...
My ability to perform my future occupation
(studied full time to be a dentist before the
crash; now, I can barely study half-time). I'm
unsure; I'll be happy if I can work part-time.
I have pain in my back /neck and chronic

headaches with strenuous activity and when I
study. As a result, I have problems with financial
study aid and I’m therefore having some financial
problems, which in turn gives me mental
problems. I am very tired.

